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I AM A N EXPERIENCE DESIGNER
I work on things 5-10 years 
before they are on most 
radars — speech recognition, 
conversational interfaces, 
autonomous vehicles.

Tellme for Windows Mobile:  
the precursor to Cortana  

2009

NIO EVE - Electric 
Autonomous Vehicles 

2015



TEXT



SOME HISTORY

We’ve already seen huge advancements in speech recognition.

NLU MODELS CONNECTED DEVICES “PART OF THE OS”

Conversational 
experiences

Integrated 
hardware and 

software

Using speech to 
deep link



Improvements 
needed: 
• Context 
• Understanding  
• More than a 

web search



MOBILE PHONES

Cortana Siri



CARS
Speech recognition has existed in cars 
for a long time because the benefits of 
speech are clear while driving.  

Speech is powerful when alternative 
methods are:  

‣ Hard 

‣ Impossible 

‣ Unsafe 

‣ Illegal Nissan and BMW bring Microsoft's Cortana 
assistant to cars - The Verge



TV
▸ With streaming, on-demand media, voice is a great way to search 

and browse for content

https://youtu.be/jGgO6aQ8siM?t=9m18s


SOCIAL ROBOTS
▸ “Social robots bring high-tech to high-touch for humanized 

engagement” - Jibo 

▸ This is a new kind of relationship; they are not trying to 
replace someone or something that exists

JIBO Kuri Pepper



OTHER INDUSTRIES

Healthcare ToysSmart home
Philips Hue Sensely Hello Barbie



WHY AND HOW



When to use voice input: 

‣ Completing complex tasks that take 
multiple steps  

‣ Direct access to content without having 
to navigate – “Play Beast of Burden by 
Rolling Stones” 

‣ For distracted, handsfree scenarios – 
alternative input is hard, impossible, 
unsafe like driving 

‣ When you want a conversational 
partner Source: JIBO



When not to use voice input: 

‣ Public spaces 

‣ Discomfort speaking to a computer 

‣ Some users prefer texting 

‣ Privacy (including output)



THE RISE OF CONVERSATIONAL INTERFACES
Chatbots provide some of the same 
advantages of voice: 

‣ Lets users instantly interact to get 
what they want eliminating browsing, 
searching and clicking. 

‣ Offers the promise of frictionless 
access to goods, services and 
information.

KLM Facebook Messenger Bot



Alexa, is it going 
to rain today?

“Rain is likely in 
San Francisco 

today, there’s an 
85% chance.”

VOICE ONLY EXPERIENCE



Alexa, show me 
kids shows to 

watch. Here are kids 
shows…”

Voice + Touch Audio + Screen

Alexa, play 
number 3.

VOICE +SCREEN



OK Google, show me photos  
of Margaret on my TV.

Audio + Screen 
User directed output to a screen

OK Google, what movies  
are playing near me?

Ok Google, send  
that to my phone. 

Voice

VOICE +SEPARATE SCREEN



BALANCING AUDIO AND VISUALS
There are different ways to use audio, with 
a screen: 
▸Replace what is on the screen 
▸Complement the screen 
▸ Indication to look at the screen  

Audio can and should change based on 
context

Google Assistant/ 
Smart Displays



BUILDING BLOCKS



BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE EXPERIENCE
‣ Some companies work with partners who provide all the building blocks 

‣ Some companies build part of the solution or mix and match

Input/Interaction

Understanding

ASR - Speech recognition

Natural Language Understanding

AI Platform

Audio out - Text to speech/Recorded Output

Context/
Personalization



INTERACTION MODEL
‣ Wake word - The ability to wake up a device by saying “Hi X” 
‣ Frees you from being near the device 
‣ Requires some processing power, embedded recognition, good 

microphone 

‣ Push to initiate - User pushes a button to wake up the system 
‣ A dialog can ensue without pushing the button again 

‣ Push to talk – Push a button to start the conversation



MULTI-USER

For some experiences you will want to 
identify who is speaking.



CROSS DEVICE/MULTI-DEVICE

The experience you are building is not always the first interaction with your 
customer; your voice experience could start mid-conversation.

CONSISTENT EXPERIENCE CONTINUOUS EXPERIENCE COMPLEMENTARY EXPERIENCE



FUTURE



CONVERSATIONAL INTERFACES

App Fatigue has settled in. 

 
We are moving towards an app-less world, and 
conversational interfaces allow us to “reach people 
in the channels they already massively use most of 
the time, instead of fighting a hopeless battle to 
drive them to niche, standalone apps they 
infrequently visit.” - Meydad Marzan  



VOICE IS THE KEY TO AN APP-LESS WORLD

Voice will let users work broadly 
across apps and experiences. Source: Mercedes-Benz



Source: Magic Leap

THE WORLD IS YOUR SCREEN



ASSISTANTS ON THE RISE “The	world	is	big	and	so	multi-faceted.	 
There	are	going	to	be	multiple	successful	
intelligent	agents,	each	with	access	to	different	
sets	of	data	and	with	different	specialised	skill	
areas...	

Together,	their	strengths	will	complement	each	
other	and	provide	customers	with	a	richer	and	
even	more	helpful	experience.”		

Jeff Bezos, FT Times 

‣ Step 1: Assistants connected to other 
assistants

‣ Step 2: Assistants talking to other 
assistants 

‣ Step 3: Assistants acting on our behalf 



SENTIMENT ANALYSIS/EMOTION 



AUGMENT THE HUMANS

Source: Disney Research
“Technology should amplify the best of technology, 
and the best of humanity” - Amber Case



THANK YOU

karenk1@gmail.com 
@kjkausha
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